Horoscope
By: Astrologer Rajesh Modi

Leo: Jul 23rd - Aug 22nd
Ruled by the Sun; Gemstone: Ruby; Lucky Day: Sunday
Bold, confident, loud, dramatic, generous, leader are some of the easiest characteristics that set you apart. Your presence commands respect
and admiration as you love to be the center of attention and enjoy the occasional drama. You possess a generous and giving nature and love
to indulge in the finer things in life. This period is also a great time to take charge in the bedroom and explore the red hot pleasures that exist
there. Possessed by a strong dramatic nature, you will put your emotions and love on, be careful about how you approach others and try to
understand their point of view.
Break the mold with a new look—get the new wardrobe you always wanted and change your hair, it will make your confidence soar to new
heights. This new found zest can attract new people and opportunities into your life that enhance your social life and career prospects.
Aries: Mar 20th - Apr 19th
Ruled by Venus
Gemstone: Red Coral
Lucky Day: Tuesday
Your love life can prove to be challenging
where you may be faced with emotional turmoil and may find yourself feeling rather
blue over the one you are with. If things are
getting too much for you, take time out to
reevaluate what you really want. If you are
not happy, then it's best to cut your losses.
Else make the necessary changes to keep
your relationship alive.
Taurus: Apr 20th - May 20th
Ruled by Venus
Gemstone: Diamond
Lucky Day: Friday
An active time to speak up and voice your
concerns as you find yourself sticking up for
a friend or someone in need who's been a bit
victimized. Your straight forward and diplomatic approach can prove to be beneficial in
sorting out a rift. Just don't get so involved
that you are used as a crutch and relied upon
too much.
Gemini: May 21st - Jun 20th
Ruled by Mercury
Gemstone: Emerald
Lucky Day: Wednesday
Challenges in the work place can test you
where you can be burdened with extra responsibilities or find yourself in conflict with
superiors or subordinates. It's best to keep
your words in check and accept the working
ethos currently in place as you could otherwise find yourself in a very compromising
situation. Keep working hard and you will
soon reap the rewards.
Cancer: Jun 21st - Jul 22nd
Ruled by Moon
Gemstone: Pearl
Lucky Day: Monday
Find yourself by exploring the deeper elements in life such as exploring past lives or
opening yourself up to meditation or psychic
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development. Now is a key time when you
can broaden your horizons in terms with
your philosophical outlook in life. Inner reflection is highly favored as many hidden
answers can be found.
Virgo: Aug 23rd - Sep 22nd
Ruled by Mercury
Gemstone: Emerald
Lucky Day: Wednesday
New people can enter your life out of the
blue as you may attract eccentric and unusual
people who are different from your usual
social circle. You find yourself open to new
ideas. New adventures and evenings out are
highlighted as you mingle and a special
someone can attract your attention. Just
make sure that that person is
single or there may be trouble.
Libra: Sep 23rd - Oct 22nd
Ruled by Venus
Gemstone: Diamond
Lucky Day: Friday
Close family members and relatives can be
quite loud and irritating, annoying you till
you are at the end of your tether. Tact and
diplomacy on your part can avoid a confrontation so just remember to take a deep breath
to avoid losing your cool. A very favorable
time to solve any rifts and arguments within
your social and family circles.
Scorpio: Oct 23rd - Nov 21st
Ruled by Mars and Pluto
Gemstone: Red Coral
Lucky Day: Tuesday
Passionate and energetic, you are buzzing
with a thousand ideas to illustrate your various ambitions. You are advised to stop for a
moment and pick the ones that are the most
practical and realistic to put them into practice. Otherwise you can find yourself lost in
the world of thought without actually achieving anything.
Sagittarius: Nov 22nd - Dec 21st
Ruled by Jupiter
Gemstone: Yellow Sapphire
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Lucky Day: Thursday
Hot tempered and aggressive, recent events
have been taking a toll on you which makes
you that extra bit touchy. Rather than biting
everyone's head off, it's time to get to the
root of the problem otherwise you'll simply
go around in circles. A time for inner reflection is needed to get you back to your usual
self.
Capricorn: Dec 22nd - Jan 19th
Ruled by Saturn
Gemstone: Blue Sapphire
Lucky Day: Saturday
You can be vulnerable to health conditions
due to stress at work and at home. So you are
well advised to get plenty of rest and a nutritious diet to keep you in shape. A new fitness regime can be very beneficial in keeping you in shape and allowing you to focus
your energies rather than displacing them.
Aquarius: Jan 20th - Feb 18th
Ruled by Saturn
Gemstone: Blue Sapphire
Lucky Day: Saturday
Financial prospects seem to be
on the rise for you as you may find that extra
bit in your bank account. Just don't spend it
all at once as it's wise to save a little for a
rainy day. A favorable time to ask for a pay
raise, have a flitter on a horse or find an extra
source of income that can really boost your
bank balance.
Pisces: Feb 19th - Mar 19th
Ruled by Neptune
Gemstone: Yellow Sapphire
Lucky Day: Thursday
You can find yourself in a rather sticky situation where you may be caught up in a compromising position which tests your loyalty
to both sides. It is best to remain neutral as
you may otherwise lose a friend especially
when you've done nothing wrong. Friendships can be testing for you as you discover
who is your real friend.
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